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acute writer with wide business experience pointed out not long
after,1 that 'the merchants and warehousemen of Manchester
and Liverpool, not to mention the marketing organization
contained in other Lancashire towns, have a greater capital
employed than that required in all the manufacturing industries
of the cotton trade*. Within England itself it was (and is)
noticeable, that the greater and richer cities were not the manu-
facturing but the mercantile centres—Manchester, not Oldham;
Leeds, not Halifax; Cardiff, not Merthyr Tydfil. Something
like this characterized England as a whole in her relation to the
rest of the world. If she was no longer so much as formerly the
world's workshop, she was more than ever its warehouseman,
its banker, and its commission agent. And these were relatively
the better-paid functions.
In productive industry few technological changes of very wide
scope came at this stage to the fore. The development of ring-
spinning in the United States helped to weaken the position of
Lancashire; for as compared with mule-spinning, it made a
much smaller demand on the skill of the operative, yet could
spin the coarser counts well enough, and so was well adapted for
the mills of India, China, or Japan. Coal-cutting machinery
was another American invention; it was very little taken up in
Great Britain—a fact which partly explains the startling diver-
gence between the outputs per head of American and British
miners. Elevators for handling large quantities of grain with a
minimum of labour were also American in origin; the first
English one was erected in the port of Manchester at the begin-
ning of the century. Yet another American practice was the
use of steel framework in nearly all larger buildings. Great
Britain had adopted it to a considerable extent in the nineteenth
century, and J. F. Bentley's was already an exceptional case
when, in order to build for eternity, he excluded steel from the
frame of his Westminster Cathedral. But from about 1900
onwards the proportion of steel used was much increased, and
most buildings were no longer designed to hide its presence like
a guilty secret.
In the world's best factory practice the most marked general
change was the increased use of electrical power. This grew
slowest in the United Kingdom, owing to the high price of
1 G. Birmey Dibblee, The Laws of Supply and Demand (1912), 47. See also pp. 50-
62, where the point is more fully argued.

